2021 City Council Candidate Questionnaire

INTRODUCTION
Just like in 2017 and 2019, the Street Collective wants to know where Des Moines City
Council candidates stand on safe streets and active transportation issues. This
questionnaire serves to educate and inform the Collective’s members and the public.
The Collective is an Iowa non-profit corporation and 501(c)(3) organization, so it does
not endorse candidates for office. The Collective will, however, encourage all citizens to
vote in the city elections held on November 2, 2021.

After the deadline below, the Collective will post these responses on its website
(www.dsmstreetcollective.org), Facebook, Twitter, and other online platforms. All
responses should be considered public, including a decision not to respond to a
particular question or the questionnaire as a whole. We use the terms “walking” and
“walkability” as inclusive of people who use mobility devices.
Thank you for taking the time to complete this questionnaire. Please submit your
responses via email to Mike Armstrong at Mike@dsmstreetcollective.org by September 21,
2021.

CANDIDATE INFORMATION
Name:

Connie Boesen

Pronouns:
Ward or At-Large seat: At Large
Website:

Facebook:
Twitter:
Instagram:

PRIORITIES
1. What are three transportation projects you want the City to complete during your
term?
•
•
•
•

The reconstruction of 2 Ave from University to Euclid Ave
Connect Downtown
Rebuild University Ave from 31 -48
McKinley Ave from Indianola Ave to Park Ave
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2. Scenario: a proposed street project would add a bike lane, a wider sidewalk, or a
bus-only lane, but would remove some on-street parking spaces or a car traffic
lane. How would you decide whether to support that project?
It would depend on the roadway and does it follow the master MOVE DSM plan

3. Scenario: a developer proposes a project with affordable housing, but there are
no transit lines, grocery stores, or sidewalks nearby. How would you decide
whether to support that project?
I will not support projects that do not take proper transportation, parks and schools into
consideration

4. Scenario: a proposed street project would deviate from the MoveDSM and/or
Connect Downtown plans for that street. (Note: both were unanimously approved
by the City Council and aim to make Des Moines more walkable and bikefriendly.) How would you decide whether to support that project?
My voting record on Fleur Drive provides insight on how I would vote on new initiatives. There
should not be a need to vote on sidewalk issues, the plan and direction on what needs to be
done has already been approved.

WALKING
5. What investments, if any, do you support that would make sidewalks and
crosswalks easier and safer to use for people with disabilities?
I am supportive of allocating additional dollars from the stimulus funds to get more sidewalks gaps
completed and provide access for those with mobility issues

6. In 1969, about 50% of American children walked or biked to school. Today, less
than 10% do. What should the City do to reverse this trend?
Des Moines needs to aggressively close gaps in the Priority 1 sidewalk gaps. It is a much different day
today than in 1969, two parents working has led to many parents dropping kids off when they go work.

There is greater concern on kids walking safely to school. It is not as much a transportation safety issue
as much as a general safety issue.

BICYCLING
7. Many cities have significant public funding for bike share programs. Do you
support increased City funding for the BCycle system? Why or why not?
Yes
8. Imagine a 10-year old and a 70-year old bicycling on a busy street. What kinds of
infrastructure protections would you want in place to ensure their safety and
comfort? If there are budget constraints for a street like the one you described, at
what point do finances rise above safety concerns for you?
Safety should be the driving element to determine how streets are developed and re-designed, streets
should be planned for all ages.

TRANSIT
9. How can the City help DART improve its bus system and attract more riders?
Dart is used by more Des Moines citizens than any other community and that is because of how the City
was set up. To get more people riding we need to have more routes and make it more accessible. The
current funding -enough to get by- makes it a challenge to increase ridership. Park Avenue is a road that
could use DART service.

10. We consistently see DART stops blocked by snow and unreachable by
sidewalks. How can the City address this?
We need to work with Public Works and DART to get locations cleared. However funds, personnel,
and equipment aren’t in the City or Public Work budget. I would be open to a proposal on how we
and make that happen.

EQUITY
11. What should the role of the police be in traffic enforcement? What is the best way
to hold drivers accountable for speeding, blocking bike lanes and crosswalks,
failing to stop or yield, etc.?
They play a role by enforcing the laws that we have but we need a public that understands that
there is responsibility to obey the laws. I would support more cameras to issue tickets on busy
streets and intersections. We also need a media campaign to slow down traffic. Speeding on
residential streets is one of the top topics discussed when I attend neighborhood meetings.

12. Much of Des Moines is zoned for low-density uses like detached single-family
homes and commercial properties that require many car parking spaces. What
impacts, if any, does this have on the transportation system? What policies, if
any, do you support to combat those impacts?
Low density neighborhoods puts more cars on the streets and require more parking on streets. We
need to improve our public transportation system to get people out of their cars. The metro area
has not done a good job on developing areas with public transportation in mind, this is a regional
issue. When most of the retail is in the suburbs it has forced Des Moines residents to use their cars.
To make any major changes to transportation we need to work through the MPO. I would be open
to hold more meetings to discuss how we can improve the situation.

13. Neighborhoods where fewer people can afford a car (i.e., those that are poorer
and have a higher proportion of people of color) are also those lacking good
transit, safe walking and biking, and quality streetscapes (e.g., trees, benches,
trash cans, public art, etc.). How would you address these inequities?
We must continue to address Complete Streets projects throughout the City. There has been
improvements in areas, 6 Avenue Corridor project, Fleur Drive sidewalks , pilot project in
Highland Park, plans for Douglas Avenue. When roads are being rebuilt many of these elements
are being added and we need to continue those efforts.
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14. The largest source of climate change-causing greenhouse gases in America is
from transportation. What role should the City have in cutting these pollutants?
By building more density housing on major corridors where there is public transportation,
following Move DSM and providing more electric charging stations for electric vehicles.

YOU PERSONALLY
15. How often do you walk, ride a bike, or ride transit for your daily needs? Would
you accept the Street Collective’s challenge to live without driving for a week?
I am not a very scheduled walker and have 2 bikes that I have used very little. I would not accept
the challenge to go without a car.

16. What is your favorite street to walk or bike on in Des Moines? Why do you like it?
I like walking at the Fairgrounds

